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lescription 

The  present  invention  relates  in  general  to  a 
iolid  state  image  sensing  device  and,  in  more 
>articular,  to  a  CCD  image  sensor  which  is  swing- 
iriven  to  relatively  and  periodically  shift  in  posi- 
ion  relative  to  incident  image  light. 

In  a  conventional  solid  state  image  sensor  such 
is  an  interline  transfer  type  CCD  (to  be  referred  to 
is  an  IT-CCD  hereinafter),  it  is  easily  understood 
hat  the  number  of  pixels  must  be  increased  to 
)btain  a  high  resolution  of  a  video  image  in 
jccordancewith  an  interlaced  scanning  technique, 
■lowever,  even  such  a  conventional  IT-CCD  having 
a  standard  number  of  pixels  has  the  largest  chip 
size  among  LSIs.  If  the  number  of  pixels  is  simply 
ncreased  in  such  a  CCD  to  satisfy  the  need  for  high 
esolution,  its  chip  size  is  further  increased.  On  the 
sther  hand,  in  order  to  increase  the  number  of 
aixels  without  changing  the  present  CCD  chip  size, 
:he  integration  of  pixels  must  be  greatly  enhanced 
[e.g.,  morethan4times).lt  is  technically  difficult  to 
orepare  such  a  high-density  CCD.  Even  if  develop- 
ment  of  improved  fabrication  techniques  allows 
the  manufacture  of  such  a  CCD  in  the  near  future, 
the  circuit  configuration  for  driving  such  a  CCD 
becomes  complicated  and  power  consumption 
becomes  high,  thus  entailing  new  problems. 

In  order  to  solve  the  problem  concerning  the 
number  of  pixels  vs  packing  density,  the  CCD  is 
periodically  displaced  relative  to  incident  image 
light,  thereby  picking  up  a  high-resolution  image. 
In  two  field  periods  constituting  one  frame  period 
in  the  NTSC  system,  when  the  CCD  is  swung  at  an 
amplitude  corresponding  to  1/2  the  pixel  pitch  (PH) 
such  that  pixels  are  positioned  in  different  sam- 
pling  positions  along  a  horizontal  direction,  the 
spatial  sampling  points  along  the  horizontal  direc- 
tion  can  be  virtually  increased.  Therefore,  the 
horizontal  resolution  o  the  one-frame  image  can 
be  substantially  doubled  even  if  a  conventional 
low-resolution  IT-CCD  chip  is  used. 

According  to  this  swing  image  pickup  technique, 
however,  the  number  of  spatial  sampling  pixels 
along  a  single  scanning  line  on  a  one-field  screen 
is  the  same  as  that  of  a  real  array  of  pixels  of  the 
CCD  and  cannot  be  doubled.  When  an  A  field 
screen  is  combined  with  a  B  field  screen  obtained 
such  that  even  other  scanning  line  is  scanned  and 
a  given  scanned  pixel  on  an  A-field  scanning  field 
is  offset  by  1/2  a  pitch  from  a  corresponding 
scanned  pixel  on  a  B-field  scanning  line,  so  that  the 
A  and  B  fields  constitutes  a  one-frame  picture,  a 
high-contrast  image  profile  line  (white/black 
boundary  line),  especially  a  profile  line  extending 
vertically  on  the  screen,  is  observed  as  a  zigzag  line 
in  a  one-frame  picture.  It  is  undesirable  that  an 
originally  linear  (or  curved)  smooth  profile  portion 
becomes  a  zigzag  line,  thus  degrading  the  image 
quality. 

An  apparatus  employing  a  swing  image  pick-up 
technique  is  described  in  document  "SID  Inter- 
national  Symposium  Digest  of  Technical  Papers", 
First  Edition,  May  1982,  Lewis  Winner,  Coral 
Gables,  FL  33134,  pages  288  and  289.  The  dis- 

closed  arrangement  inciuaes  viDration  ot  xne 
image  sensor  along  a  horizontal  direction  sub- 
stantially  perpendicular  to  the  linear  cell  array  in  a 
swing  mode  having  one  vibration  period  as  first 

5  and  second,  succeeding  frame  periods  each  of 
which  comprises  a  plurality  of  field  periods, 
whereby  each  cell  of  the  linear  array  generates 
several  sampling  points. 

According  to  the  present  invention  there  is 
o  provided  an  apparatus  for  picking  up  incoming 

image  light,  comprising  a  solid-state  image  sensor 
whichwpicks  up  incoming  image  light,  in  accord- 
ance  with  an  interlaced  scanning  technique  to 
generate  signal  charges  representing  field  images 

'5  for  one  frame,  wherein  said  image  sensor  com- 
prises  a  sensing  section  provided  with  at  least  one 
linear  cell  array  having  cells  to  receive  the  radi- 
ation  and  generate  and  store  charges  which 
correspond  to  the  light  radiation,  at  least  one 

w  transferring  section  arranged  adjacent  to  the  at 
least  one  linear  cell  array  and  extending  along  said 
cell  array  to  read  out  and  transfer  the  charges 
stored  in  said  sensing  section,  and  swing-driver 
means  coupled  to  said  image  sensor  for  vibrating 

?5  said  image  sensor  along  a  horiziontal  direction 
substantially  perpendicularto  said  linear  cell  array 
in  a  swing  mode  having  one  vibration  period  as 
first  and  second,  succeeding  frame  periods  each  of 
which  comprise  a  plurality  of  field  periods, 

30  whereby  each  cell  of  said  linear  cell  array  gener- 
ates  several  sampling  points,  characterised  in  that 
at  least  four  sampling  points  are  generated,  in  that 
said  swing-driver  means  swing-drives  said  image 
sensor  in  such  a  manner  that  each  cell  is  shifted 

35  between  first  and  second  sampling  positions  in  the 
first  frame  period  within  the  one  vibration  period 
offirstto  fourth  field  periods  consisting  of  two  field 
periods  included  in  the  first  frame  period  and  two 
field  periods  included  in  the  second  frame  period, 

40  and  that  each  cell  is  shifted  between  the  first  and 
second  sampling  positions  in  the  second  frame 
period  in  an  opposite  manner  as  in  the  first  frame 
period. 

Embodiments  of  the  invention  will  now  be 
45  described  by  way  of  example  only  and  with 

reference  to  the  accompanying  drawings,  in 
which: 

Figure  1  is  a  block  diagram  showing  the  whole 
arrangement  of  a  monochrome  CCD  image  sens- 

50  ing  system  according  to  a  first  embodiment  of  the 
present  invention; 

Figure  2  illustrates  a  plane  arrangement  of 
image  sensing  region  of  an  interline  transfer  type 
charge-coupled  device  (IT-CCD)  included  in  the 

55  image  sensing  system  shown  in  Figure  1; 
Figure  3  shows  an  arrangement  of  that  image 

sensing  region  of  Figure  2  which  corresponds  to 
one  picture  element; 

Figure  4A  is  a  plane  view  showing  plural  picture 
60  element  regions  intended  to  explain  the  swing 

image  pickup  mode  attained  by  the  IT-CCD  of 
Figure  1; 

Figure  4B  is  a  graph  showing  a  vibration 
waveform  of  the  CCD  caused  corresponding  to  the 

65  picture  element  region  of  Figure  4A; 
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Figures  5A  to  5D  are  representations  snowing 
splacements  of  cells  on  the  reproduced  screen 
jring  one  cycle  in  the  swing  mode,  respectively; 
Figures  6A  and  6B  are  representations  of  all  the 
impling  points  obtained  during  one  cycle  in  the 
ving  image  pickup  mode  of  the  present  inven- 
an  and  all  the  sampling  points  of  the  conven- 
snal  technique,  respectively; 
Figures  7A  to  7E  are  timing  charts  of  signals 

snerated  from  the  main  part  of  the  system 
lown  in  Figure  1; 
Figure  8  is  a  block  diagram  showing  the  overall 

rrangement  of  a  color  CCD  image  sensing 
^stem  in  accordance  with  a  second  embodiment 
f  the  present  invention; 
Figure  9  is  a  plane  view  showing  a  color  filter 

rovided  on  an  IT-CCD  included  in  the  system  of 
igure  8; 
Figure  10A  is  a  plans  view  showing  plural 

icture  element  regions  intended  to  explain  the 
wing  image  pickup  mode  attained  by  the  IT-CCD 
f  Figure  1; 
Figure  10B  is  a  graph  showing  a  vibration 

/aveform  of  the  CCD  caused  corresponding  to 
le  picture  element  region  of  Figure  10A; 
Figure  11  is  a  representation  showing  sampling 

ioints  of  the  reproduced  picture  which  are 
ibtained  during  one  cycle  in  the  color  CCD  swing 
nage  pickup  mode; 

Figures  12A  and  12B  are  representations  for 
ixplaining  mechanisms  for  generating  respective 
olor  signal  components  during  one  cycle  in  the 
wing  image  pickup  mode; 

Figure  13  is  a  graph  showing  a  frequency 
ipectrum  of  image  pickup  signals  applied  from 
he  color  CCD; 

Figure  14  is  a  block  diagram  showing  a  circuit 
:onfiguration  of  a  band  expanding  circuit  con- 
ained  in  the  image  sensing  system  shown  in 
:igure  8; 

Figure  15  is  a  block  diagram  showing  a  circuit 
jrrangement  of  a  drive  pulse  generator  shown  in 
:igure  8; 

Figures  16A  to  16G  are  figures  showing  signal 
waveforms  of  main  signals  obtained  at  the  main 
:omponents  of  the  drive  pulse  generator; 

Figures  17A  and  17B  are  respectively 
■epresentations  for  explaining  a  modification  of 
the  swing  image  pickup  mode  set  in  the  first 
smbodiment;  and 

Figures  18A  and  18B  are  respectively 
representations  for  explaining  a  modification  of 
the  color  swing  image  pickup  operation  in  the 
second  embodiment. 

Referring  now  to  Figure  1  there  is  schematically 
illustrated  an  interlaced  scanning  solid  state 
image  sensor  arrangement  according  to  a  first 
embodiment  of  the  present  invention.  A  solid 
state  image  sensor,  for  example,  an  interline 
transfer  type  charge-coupled  device  (IT-CCD)  10 
has  an  ordinary  number  of  picture  elements,  for 
example,  500x400.  The  IT-CCD  10  is  fixed  to  a 
vibration  table  1  2  at  a  rear  side  1  0b  opposite  to  an 
image  sensing  area  10a.  The  table  12  is  comprises 
of  a  bimorph  piezoelectric  element.  The  table  12 

Viuraiea  ui  dwinyo  111  a  pianc?  ■■vjiiiivm  *w 
image  rays  14  in  a  horizontal  direction  as  indi- 
cated  by  an  arrow  16.  Therefore,  the  IT-CCD  10 
fixed  to  the  table  12  is  periodically  displaced 
relative  to  the  incident  image  rays  14,  thereby 
performing  a  swing  image  pickup  operation. 

The  IT-CCD  10  is  electrically  connected  through 
a  gate  terminal  18  to  a  clock  driver  20.  The  driver 
20  serves  to  appropriately  drive  the  CCD  10, 

i  responsive  to  a  sync  signal  22  generated  by  a 
sync  signal  generator  24.  The  sync  signal,  i.e., 
timing  signal  22  is  also  supplied  to  a  drive  pulse 
generator  26,  which  produces  a  drive  signal  28  in 
response  to  the  timing  signal  22  and  supplies  it  to 

>  the  vibration  table  12.  The  output  terminal  of  the 
vibrating  IT-CCD  10  is  connected  through  a  pre- 
amplifier  30  to  a  video  signal  processing  circuit 
32,  which  generates  a  video  signal  34  through  a 
video  output  terminal  36.  It  should  be  noted  that  a 

3  delay  circuit  38  connected  to  the  circuits  20  and  24 
functions  to  delay  the  timing  of  horizontal  readout 
of  the  CCD  10  by  PH/2  (where  PH  is  the  horizontal 
picture  element  pitch)  in  synchronism  with  the 
vibration  pulse  period. 

5  As  shown  Figure  2,  the  IT-CCD  10  has  a  photo- 
sensing  section  40  consisting  of  photo  sensitive 
element  or  photodiodes  p11f  Pi2,...,  Pij,-  Pmn0̂   N 
by  M  (where,  N=500  and  M=400,  for  example). 
The  photodiodes  p  are  arranged  in  a  matrix 

o  manner  on  a  CCD  substrate  (not  shown).  M  units 
of  vertical  CCD  shift  register  elements  C1,...,  CM 
are  arranged  adjacent  and  opposite  to  M  lines  of 
photodiodes  P1,...,  PM.  These  vertical  CCD  shift 
register  elements  C1,...,  CM  are  connected  to  a 

s  horizontal  CCD  shift  register  S  at  their  final  trans- 
ferring  stages.  A  field  shift  gate  (which  will  be 
hereinafter  referred  to  as  FSG)  42  is  formed  to 
have  gate  portions  each  extending  between  the 
vertical  photodiode  or  picture  element  lines  P1,..., 

io  PM  and  the  vertical  CCDs  C1,...,  CM.  When  a 
pulse  voltage  signal  (or  gate  control  signal)  is 
supplied  from  the  driver  20  of  Figure  1  to  the  FSG 
42  through  the  gate  terminal  18,  signal  charges 
stored  or  intergrated  in  the  photodiodes  p  due  to 

f5  incident  light  radiation  are  transferred  to  the 
vertical  CCD  shift  register  C.  The  signal  charges 
transferred  to  the  vertical  CCD  shift  register  C  are 
further  successively  transferred  to  the  horizontal 
CCD  shift  register  S  every  stage.  Output  signals  of 

50  the  CCD  10  are  supplied  to  the  signal  processor  32 
through  the  pre-ampiifier  30. 

Figure  3  is  a  plane  view  showing,  in  an  enlarged 
scale,  that  image  pickup  area  which  corresponds 
to  one  picture  element  of  a  cell  in  the  photo- 

55  sensitive  section  40  of  the  IT-CCD  10.  In  Figure  3,  a 
portion  44  of  the  image  pickup  area,  which  is 
shaded  by  oblique  lines,  denotes  a  metal  elec- 
trode  which  shields  incident  light.  The  electrode 
44  has  an  opening  46  and  the  photodiode  pij 

60  which  corresponds  to  a  single  image  sensing  cell 
is  located  under  the  opening  46.  The  vertical  CCD 
shift  register  Ci  and  the  FSG  42  extend  under  the 
electrode  44  and  serve,  therefore,  as  non-photo- 
sensitive  area  since  they  are  optically  shielded  by 

65  the  electrode  44.  The  electrode  44  also  separates 
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the  adjacent  photodiodes  optically  from  each 
other. 

The  IT-CCD  10  included  in  the  first  embodiment 
of  the  present  invention  is  swing-driven  horizon- 
tal  under  a  specific  vibration  mode,  which  will  be 
described  below,  taking  a  couple  of  frame  periods 
2tF  (each  frame  period  tF  consists  of  two  field 
periods  ta  and  tb)  in  an  image  pickup  operation  as 
one  cycle.  In  other  words,  the  IT-CCD  1  0  is  swing- 
driven  in  such  a  manner  that  the  vibration  phase 
is  inverted  between  the  succeeding  frame 
periods.  The  swing  image  pickup  mode  of  the 
CCD  10  will  now  be  described  in  detail  with 
reference  to  Figure  4. 

In  order  to  explain  the  swing  mode  of  the  IT- 
CCD  10,  Figure  4A  shows  a  representation  of  the 
image  pickup  region  of  a  plurality  of  CCD  cells 
arranged  such  that  one-cell  regions  shown  in 
Figure  3  are  aligned  along  the  horizontal  direction 
X.  The  IT-CCD  10  is  position-shifted  or  swing- 
driven  by  the  vibration  table  12  (Figure  1)  relative 
to  the  incident  image  rays  in  a  manner  that  the 
opening  46  corresponding  to  each  photodiode  or 
cell  p̂   of  the  CCD  20  is  alternately  set  in  different 
sampling  positions  X1  and  X2  along  the  horizon- 
tal  direction  X  within  two  succeeding  frame 
periods  tF1  and  tF2. 

Figure  4B  is  a  graph  illustrating  a  vibration 
waveform  plotted  to  show  how  the  position  of 
one  cell  p,,  of  the  CCD  10  changes  in  the  time 
duration  of  two  succeeding  frame  periods  tF1  and 
tF2.  As  is  apparent  from  Figure  4B,  the  CCD  10  is 
swing-driven  such  that  each  cell  pfj  is  rapidly 
shifted  from  one  sampling  position  to  the  other 
sampling  position  during  an  invalid  period  (blank- 
ing  period)  between  the  succeeding  fields  when 
the  two  succeeding  frame  periods  in  the  pickup 
operation  of  the  IT-CCD  10  in  the  field  time 
integration  mode  are  used  as  one  cycle  in  the 
swing  image  pickup  mode.  The  amplitude  (dis- 
tance  between  the  sampling  points  X1  and  X2)  of 
the  vibration  of  the  CCD  10  is  set  to  be  1/2  the 
horizontal  pixel  pitch  PH  of  the  CCD  10. 

When  any  two  succeeding  frame  periods  (each 
consisting  of  A  and  B  fields  ta  and  tb)  in  the  CCD 
swing  image  pickup  mode  are  defined  as  tF1  and 
T(2,  four  field  periods  included  therein  are 
reprsented  by  t1  ,  t2,  t3  and  t4  by  way  of  simplicity. 
In  the  A  field  period  ta1  (i.e.,  t1)  of  the  first  frame 
period  Tfl,  the  center  of  the  opening  46  for  the 
cell  pij  is  set  in  the  first  sampling  position  repre- 
sented  by  X1  so  as  to  accumulate  or  integrate  the 
optical  image  signal.  In  the  B  field  period  tb1  (i.e., 
t2)  of  the  first  frame  period  tF1,  the  CCD  10  is 
mechanically  shifted  by  the  vibration  table  12 
along  the  horizontal  direction  X  such  that  the 
center  of  the  cell  pu  is  located  in  the  second 
sampling  position  X2.  The  CCD  10  performs 
sampling  at  the  second  sampling  position  X2.  In 
the  A  field  period  ta2  (i.e.,  t3  since  this  field  period 
is  the  third  one  from  the  previous  A  frame  period) 
of  the  frame  period  tF2,  the  center  of  the  cell  is 
fixed  in  the  second  sampling  position  X2.  In  other 
words,  the  center  of  the  cell  is  maintained  in  the 
sampling  position  X2  throughout  the  two  field 

periods  t2  and  t3.  The  CCD  then  picks  up  image 
light  and  integrates  the  signal  charges.  In  the  B 
field  period  tb2  or  fourth  field  period  t4  in  one 
cycle  of  the  frame  period  tF2  within  one  swing 

5  image  pickup,  the  CCD  10  is  displaced  or  shifted 
such  that  the  center  of  the  cell  is  returned  to  the 
first  sampling  position  X1.  The  CCD  swing  oper- 
ation  may  also  be  described  in  the  following 
manner.  The  CCD  10  is  swing-driven  in  such  a 

to  manner  that  two  succeeding  frame  periods  are 
used  as  one  period  thereof,  the  center  of  each  cell 
Pu  is  kept  positioned  in  a  single  sampling  position 
during  the  two  succeeding  field  periods  included 
in  the  two  frame  periods,  and  the  center  of  the  cell 

15  p,j  is  shifted  from  one  sampling  position  to  the 
other  sampling  position  in  synchronism  with  the 
vertical  blanking  period  between  the  A  and  B 
fields  of  one  frame  period  tF. 

The  time  during  which  the  center  of  the  cell  is 
20  being  shifted  between  the  first  and  second  sam- 

pling  positions  X1  and  X2  is  sufficiently  shorter 
than  the  time  during  which  the  center  is  main- 
tained  in  the  sampling  position  X1  or  X2.  There- 
fore,  it  may  be  considered  that  the  center  of  the 

25  cell  is  positioned  in  either  the  sampling  position 
X1  or  X2  during  substantially  all  of  every  field 
period. 

Figures  5A  to  5D  schematically  illustrate  states 
of  displacements  or  shifting  of  spatial  sampling 

30  positions  corresponding  to  the  four  cells  of  the  IT- 
CCD  10  during  the  first  to  fourth  field  periods  t1  to 
t4,  respectively.  Referring  to  these  figures,  the 
spatial  sampling  point  is  represented  by  a  circle 
for  illustrative  convenience.  Solid  lines  1Ha, 

35  2Ha,...,  1Ha',  2Ha',...  denote  A  field  scanning 
lines  in  the  image  pickup  operation  of  the  IT-CCD 
10,  and  dotted  lines  1Hb,  2Hb,...,  1Hb',  2Hb',... 
denote  B  field  scanning  lines  in  the  image  pickup 
operation  of  the  IT-CCD  10.  An  arrow  of  each 

40  spatial  sampling  point  indicates  the  direction 
toward  which  the  sampling  point  is  shifted. 

A  spatial  sampling  point  S1  in  the  first  field  t1, 
as  shown  in  Figure  5A,  is  shifted  in  the  lower  right 
direction  by  a  combination  of  interlaced  scanning 

45  and  shifting  by  PH/2  along  the  horizontal  pixel 
direction,  and  is  positioned  as  shown  in  Figure 
5B.  Throughout  the  second  and  third  fields  t2  and 
t3,  the  CCD  10  is  not  shifted  but  kept  stationary. 
The  shifting  of  the  sampling  points  on  the  screen 

so  is  performed  in  accordance  with  interlaced  scan- 
ning.  Therefore,  the  sampling  points  S2  are 
shifted  upward,  as  shown  in  Figure  5B,  so  that 
these  points  are  positioned  in  the  positions  of  the 
points  S3  in  the  third  field  t3,  as  shown  in  Figure 

55  5C,  respectively.  From  the  third  field  t3  to  the 
fourth  field  t4,  the  CCD  10  is  shifted  in  such  a 
manner  that  the  center  of  the  cell  is  shifted  from 
the  position  X2  to  the  position  X1,  all  the  spatial 
sampling  points  S3  are  shifted  in  the  lower  left 

60  direction  and  are  positioned  in  the  positions  of 
the  points  S4,  as  shown  in  Figure  5D,  respectively. 
From  the  fourth  field  t4  to  the  first  field  t1  of  the 
next  vibration  cycle,  the  CCD  10  is  not  shifted  but 
its  position  is  kept  unchanged,  and  the  sampling 

65  points  S4  are  shifted  upward  in  accordance  with 

4 
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nterlaced  scanning,  as  illustrated  in  Figure  5D. 
"hereafter,  the  same  operation  as  described  above 
s  repeated. 

Figure  6A  illustrates  the  total  number  of  sam- 
»ling  points  S1  to  S4  obtained  throughout  the  two 
rame  periods  tF1  and  tF2.  When  a  reproduced 
mage  consisting  of  the  respective  field  images  is 
lisplayed  using  the  sampling  points  S1  to  S4,  the 
iensity  of  the  sampling  points  on  the  A  and  B  field 
icanning  lines  along  the  horizontal  direction 
>ecomes  doubled  as  compared  with  the  actual. 
iensity  of  the  horizontal  pixels  of  the  CCD  10.  At 
he  same  time,  the  sampling  points  S1,  S4,...  (or 
53,  S2,...)  can  be  uniformly  aligned  at  a  pitch 
:orresponding  to  the  vertical  pixel  pitch  PV  in  the 
nterlaced  scanning.  The  time  interval  of  the 
lorizontal  pixel  pitch  PH  is  determined  by  an 
nverse  number  of  a  drive  frequency  fcp  of  the 
lorizontal  read  register.  The  pitch  of  the  horizontal 
spatial  sampling  points  becomes  1/2  fcp.  There- 
ore,  the  horizontal  resolution  can  be  increased  to 
3e  twice  the  Nyquist  limit  value  determined  by  the 
drive  frequency  of  the  horizontal  read  register.  In 
:his  manner,  the  vertical  sampling  points  are 
aligned,  so  that  the  zigzag  phenomenon  occurring 
n  the  high-contrast  boundary  line  in  the  conven- 
:ional  system  can  be  prevented.  This  fact  con- 
:ributesto  the  improvement  in  image  quality.  As  a 
comparative  example,  Figure  6B  shows  the 
Dattern  of  sampling  points  on  the  reproduced 
aicture  which  are  obtained  when  the  CCD  chip  is 
swung  in  a  mannerthatthe  one  frame  period  in  the 
MTSC  system  becomes  its  swing  period.  It  should 
be  understood  that  the  densities  of  the  sampling 
points  (Figure  6A)  of  the  reproduced  image  of  the 
present  invention  along  the  vertical  and  horizontal 
directions  are  higher  than  those  of  the  conven- 
tional  reproduced  image  of  Figure  6B. 

Furthermore,  according  to  the  swing  image 
pickup  type  CCD  system  of  the  present  invention, 
the  vibration  period  of  the  CCD  chip  10  for 
obtaining  a  high-quality  fine  picture  with  high 
resolution  can  be  only  twice  that  of  a  conventional 
CCD.  A  swing  image  pickup  type  CCD  system  is 
proposed  wherein  the  vibration  frequency  can  be 
decreased  to  50%,  and  ail  the  conventional 
problems  can  be  solved.  If  the  vibration  frequency 
of  the  CCD  chip  which  is  required  to  obtain  high- 
resolution  image  can  be  low,  the  vibration 
mechanism  can  be  effectively  used  when  it  is 
constituted  by  a  bimorph  piezoelectric  element 
using  a  ceramic  material.  When  the  bimorph 
piezoelectric  element  is  used  in  the  vibration 
mechanism,  the  vibration  mechanism  is  vibrated 
at  a  lower  frequency  than  the  resonant  frequency 
inherent  to  the  element.  In  this  case,  ringing  tends 
to  occur  at  a  transient  time  of  the  vibration  pulse. 
When  the  vibration  period  is  shortened,  ringing 
can  be  decreased. 

Figures  7A  to  7E  illustrate  waveforms  of  signals 
generated  from  a  main  part  of  the  arrangement 
(Figure  1)  for  performing  the  swing  image  pickup 
operation.  Figures  7A  and  7B  respectively 
represent  a  drive  pulse  signal  for  defining  the 
vertical  blanking  period  VB  of  the  CCD  10  fixed  to 

the  vibration  taoie  m,  ana  a  neia  snm  puise  signal 
having  pulse  components  generated  within  the 
vertical  blanking  period  VB.  The  field  shift  pulse 
components  are  included  in  the  vertical  blanking 

5  period  VB.  The  vibration  table  12  receives  the 
vibration  pulse  signal  28  from  a  drive  pulse 
generator  26,  thereby  swinging  the  CCD  10.  The 
vibration  pulse  signal  28  is  a  rectangular  wave 
signal  which  is  synchronized  with  the  field  shift 

o  pulse  and  which  has  two  frame  periods  as  one 
cycle,  as  illustrated  in  Figure  7C. 

The  IT-CCD  10  is  mechanically  swung  or  vib- 
rated  together  with  the  vibration  table  12  in 
response  to  the  vibration  pulse  shown  in  Figure  7 

5  and  is  electrically  driven  by  a  clock  driver  20  in 
response  to  the  horizontal  clock  pulse  shown  in 
Figure  7D.  The  IT-CCD  10  generates  an  output 
signal  (Figure  7E)  through  the  video  signal  pro- 
cessor  32.  In  this  embodiment,  the  output  signals 

>.o  are  shifted  in  correspondence  with  the  spacial 
sampling  points  upon  vibration  of  the  CCD  chip  10, 
so  that  the  timing  of  the  horizontal  clock  pulse  is 
shifted  by  1/2  clock  (1/2  fcp)  in  accordance  with  the 
vibration  period,  thereby  obtaining  the  output 

?5  signal  corresponding  to  the  actual  spatial  sam- 
pling  point.  The  reproduced  images  of  the  first  and 
second  frames  consisting  of  the  A1  and  B1  fields 
and  the  A2  and  B2  fields,  respectively,  are  added  to 
double  the  horizontal  resolution. 

io  In  the  embodiment  described  above,  a  solid 
state  image  pickup  device  such  as  an  interline 
transfer  type  CCD  for  transferring  signal  charges 
charged  by  a  photosensitive  section  for  every  field 
to  the  vertical  read  register  as  the  read  section  is 

35  vibrated  in  a  cycle  of  two  frames  (fourfields)  along 
the  horizontal  pixel  arrangement  direction  such 
that  the  vibration  center  falls  within  the  blanking 
period,  thereby  doubling  the  number  of  spatial 
sampling  points  of  the  solids  state  image  pickup 

40  element,  and  hence  obtaining  a  reproduced  image 
which  is  free  from  degradation  of  vertical  resolu- 
tion  and  which  has  a  doubled  horizontal  resolu- 
tion. 

The  solid  state  image  pickup  device  of  this 
45  embodiment  has  the  following  advantages  even 

over  a  device  having  a  doubled  number  of  horizon- 
tal  pixels  obtained  by  a  high-density  technique. 

(1  )  A  high-density  device  has  a  narrow  dynamic 
range  since  the  horizontal  pixel  pitch  is  decreased 

so  to  1/2  and  then  the  saturation  signal  level  is 
lowered.  However,  the  device  of  the  present 
invention  has  the  same  dynamic  range  as  that  of  a 
device  free  from  vibration.  Therefore,  the  dynamic 
range  of  the  device  of  the  present  invention  is 

55  substantially  wider  than  that  of  the  high-density 
device  if  the  same  manufacturing  method  is  used 
for  both  devices. 

(2)  The  high-density  device  has  a  doubled  clock 
frequency  of  the  horizontal  read  register.  Along 

60  with  this  increase,  the  drive  circuit  and  the  signal 
processing  circuit  have  high  power  consumption, 
and  other  circuit  design  problems  are  presented. 
However,  the  device  of  the  present  invention  is 
free  from  the  above  problems. 

65  (3)  The  high-density  device  has  a  small  opening 
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area  of  the  photosensitive  section.  In  this  sense, 
the  non-photosensitive  area  cannot  be  decreased 
with  respect  to  the  total  photosensitive  section 
even  if  cells  are  packed  at  high  density.  However, 
the  device  of  the  present  invention  can  receive 
optical  data  even  from  a  region  which  is  conven- 
tionally  a  non-photosensitive  area.  Therefore,  an 
effective  photosensitive  area  of  the  present  inven- 
tion  becomes  wider  than  that  of  the  high-density 
device. 

Figure  8  shows  a  second  embodiment  of  the 
present  invention  which  a  color  solid-state  image 
sensor  is  adopted  to  swing  relative  to  incident 
image  light  according  to  a  swing  mode  to  which 
the  core  concept  of  the  aforementioned  swinging 
technique  is  applied.  In  Figure  8,  an  IT-CCD  60  is 
provided  with  an  optical  color  filter  62.  The 
arrangement  of  the  CCD  60  is  substantially  the 
same  as  that  of  CCD  10  of  the  first  embodiment. 
As  shown  in  Figure  9,  the  color  filter  62  is  formed 
by  arranging,  in  a  plaid  pattern,  cyanic  filter 
components  62a  which  allow  a  mixed  color  of 
green  (G)  and  blue  (B)  video  signals  to  transmit 
therethrough,  whole  transmission  {or  colorless) 
filter  components  62b,  and  yellow  filter  com- 
ponents  62c  which  allow  a  mixed  color  of  red  (R) 
and  green  (G)  video  signals  to  transmit  there- 
through.  The  CCD  60  is  fixed  to  the  rear  side  of  a 
vibration  table  64  opposite  to  its  image  pickup 
side  which  faces  a  lens  66.  The  table  64  comprises 
a  bimorph  piezoelectric  element  and  vibrates  in  a 
cycle  of  two  frame  periods  of  an  image  pickup 
operation  under  a  predetermined  complicated 
vibration  mode  in  response  to  a  swing  drive 
signal  68  applied  from  a  drive  pulse  generator  70. 
The  CCD  60  fixed  to  this  vibration  table  64  is  also 
vibrated  or  swung  under  the  same  vibration 
mode. 

The  CCD  60  is  connected  to  a  clock  driver  72 
through  a  gate  terminal  74.  The  clock  driver  72 
serves  to  drive  the  CCD  60  responsive  to  a  sync 
pulse  signal  76  generated  by  a  sync  signal 
generator  78.  The  signal  76  is  also  supplied  to  the 
drive  pulse  generator  70  and  delay  circuit  80 
which  functions  to  delay  the  timing  of  horizontal 
read-out  of  the  color  CCD  60  by  PH/2.  The  output 
terminal  of  the  CCD  60  is  connected  through  a 
pre-amplifier  82  to  an  RGB  separation  processing 
unit  84  which  performs  an  appropriate  adding 
and  subtracting  process  to  extract  three  separate 
primary  color  signals  (i.e.,  R,  G  and  B  signals  86R, 
86G  and  86B)  in  response  to  output  signals  of  the 
CCD  60.  The  R  and  B  signals  86R  and  86B 
generally  have  a  low  frequency  of  about  0.5  MHz, 
respectively.  The  signals  86R,  86G  and  86B  are 
respectively  supplied  to  R-,  G-  and  B-process 
amplifiers  90R,  90G  and  90B  through  a  band 
expansion  processing  circuit  (also  known  as  a 
"mixed  high  processor")  88  and  are  subjected 
therein  to  signal  processing  such  as  gamma 
correction,  white  clipping  and  blanking  insertion, 
thereby  shaping  the  respective  signals.  The  R-,  G- 
and  B-process  amplifiers  90R,  90G  and  90B  are 
connected  to  reproducers  92R,  92G  and  92B, 
respectively.  The  respective  image  signals  from 

the  respective  circuits  92R,  92G  and  92B  are 
supplied  to  a  color  display  unit  94  and  are  dis- 
played  as  a  final  color  image. 

The  image  pickup  operation  of  one  pixel  or  one 
5  cell  p„  of  the  color  CCD  60  in  the  vibration  mode 

will  be  described  in  detail  with  reference  to  Figure 
10.  The  CCD  60  has  one  cycle  of  two  succeeding 
frame  periods  (each  consisting  of  A  and  B  field 
periods  ta  and  tb)  in  the  vibration  mode  and  is 

w  vibrated  along  the  horizontal  pixel  direction  X. 
According  to  this  color  swing  image  pickup  oper- 
ation,  ̂ he  CCD  60  is  position-shifted  or  swing- 
driven  by  the  vibration  table  64  relative  to  incident 
light  rays  96  in  a  stepwise  manner  so  that  an 

15  opening  46  corresponding  to  the  cell  p,)  of  the 
CCD  60  is  sequentially  shifted  at  four  different 
sampling  positions  X1  to  X4  along  the  horizontal 
direction  X  within  a  first  frame  period  tF1  of  the 
two  frame  periods  tF1  and  tF2  and  is  then  shifted 

20  at  the  positions  X4  to  X1  during  the  second  frame 
period  tF2.  The  shifting  of  the  cell  pu  from  one 
position  to  another  position  is  performed  in 
response  to  a  field  shift  pulse  for  transferring  the 
signal  charge  charged  by  the  corresponding  cell 

25  to  a  vertical  read  CCD  register  C.  The  specific 
mode  includes  two  kinds  of  vibrations.  The  first 
kind  of  vibration  is  performed  such  that  the  cell  pu 
is  shifted  between  two  sampling  positions  X2  and 
X3  which  are  spaced  by  a  distance  1/2  of  the 

30  horizontal  pixel  pitch  PH  from  each  other.  This 
first  type  corresponds  to  the  vibration  (Figure  4B) 
of  the  first  embodiment  of  monochrome  image 
pickup  operation.  The  cell  p(j  is  shifted  between 
these  positions  X2  and  X3  in  response  to  the 

35  vertical  blanking  period  between  the  two  field 
periods  included  in  each  frame  period.  In  the 
color  CCD  60,  the  swing  image  pickup  operation 
corresponds  to  the  process  for  obtaining  a  G 
video  signal  which  directly  determines  the  resolu- 

40  tion  of  the  reproduced  image.  The  second  kind  of 
vibration  is  performed  such  that  the  cell  pu  is 
shifted  between  two  sampling  positions  X1  and 
X4  spaced  apart  from  each  other  by  a  distance  3/2 
of  the  horizontal  pixel  pitch  PH.  This  kind  of 

45  vibration  is  provided  only  for  the  color  image 
pickup  system,  unlike  the  monochrome  image 
pickup  system  of  the  first  embodiment.  The  swing 
image  pickup  operation  in  this  kind  of  vibration 
with  the  amplitude  of  3PH/2  corresponds  to  the 

so  process  for  obtaining  R  or  B  video  signal.  The 
vibration  waveform  of  a  composite  signal 
obtained  from  the  signals  in  the  first  and  second 
kinds  of  vibrations  is  clearly  illustrated  in  Figure 
10B  in  association  with  the  field  shift  pulse  of  the 

55  CCD  60. 
Referring  to  Figure  10B,  the  field  period  ta  ortb 

is  divided  into  two  intervals  by  way  of  simplicity 
so  as  to  provide  eight  unit  intervals  t1  to  t8  in  the 
two  succeeding  frame  periods  tF1  and  tF2.  In  the 

60  four  intervals  t1  to  t4  included  in  the  first  frame 
period  tF1,  the  cell  p,j  is  sequentially  shifted  in  an 
order  of  first  to  fourth  sampling  positions  X1,  X2, 
X3  and  X4.  In  the  four  intervals  t5  to  t8  included  in 
the  second  succeeding  period  tF2,  the  cell  pu  is 

65  sequentially  shifted  in  an  order  of  the  fourth  to 

6 
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rst  sampling  positions  X4,  X3,  ana  at.  ine 
langes  in  positions  of  the  cell  constitutes  one 
ĉle  in  the  swing  mode. 
The  operation  for  obtaining  eight  sampling 
oints  A1  to  A8  in  this  one  period  if  the  swing 
lode  will  be  described  with  reference  to  Figure 
1. 
According  to  the  color  swing  image  pickup 

schnique,  the  center  of  the  cell  pu  is  sequentially 
hifted  in  an  order  of  points  A1  to  A8  during  the 
nit  periods  t1  to  t8  included  in  the  two  succeed*- 
ig  frame  periods.  Therefore,  four  sampling 
oints  A1,  A2,  A6  and  A5  (or  A8,  A7,  A3  and  A4) 
an  be  obtained  along  the  horizontal  pixel  direc- 
on  X  of  the  CCD  60  on  the  basis  of  the  shifting  of 
ie  cell  Pu  among  the  four  sampling  positions  X1 
3  X4.  Two  sampling  regions  Y1  and  Y2  are 
btained  along  the  vertical  pixel  direction  of  the 
ICD  60  by  changing  a  combination  of  two  adja- 
ent  cells  along  the  vertical  pixel  direction  Y.  For 
xample,  one  sampling  point  A1  in  the  first 
ertical  sampling  region  Y1  is  obtained  by  a 
ombination  of  cell  openings  98  and  100.  This 
nethod  can  also  be  applied  to  another  point  A2, 
6̂  or  A5  in  the  first  vertical  sampling  region  Y1.  In 

iddition,  one  sampling  point  A8  in  the  second 
'ertical  sampling  region  Y2  can  be  obtained  by  a 
:ombination  of  cell  openings  100  and  102. 

The  mechanism  for  producing  the  R  or  B  output 
iignal  and  that  for  producing  the  G  output  signal 
vill  be  described  with  reference  to  Figure  12A  and 
:igure  12B,  respectively,  wherein  the  filter  62  of 
:igure  9  is  combined  with  the  color  swing  image 
>ickup  CCD  10  capable  of  obtaining  the  eight 
sampling  points  A1  to  A8  accurately  aligned 
ilong  the  horizontal  and  vertical  directions  X  and 
f  in  one  vibration  cycle.  In  the  periods  t1  and  t2 
ncluded  in  the  first  A  field  ta1,  the  R  or  B  signal  is 
generated  from  the  CCD  60  with  the  color  filter  64. 
rhe  G  signal  is  generated  from  the  CCD  60  in  the 
Deriod  t2.  These  signals  constitute  field  signals  in 
:he  first  Afield  ta1  .  The  R  or  B  signal  is  obtained  in 
:he  periods  t3  and  t4,  and  the  G  signal  is  obtained 
n  the  period  t3.  These  signals  constitute  field 
signals  in  the  first  B  field  tb1.  Subsequently,  the  R 
ar  B  signal  and  the  G  signal  are  generated  from 
the  CCD  60  in  the  periods  t4  and  t6  and  the  period 
t6,  respectively.  These  signals  constitute  field 
signals  in  the  second  Afield  ta2.  Finally,  the  R  or  B 
signal  and  the  G  signal  are  generated  from  the 
CCD  60  in  the  periods  t7  and  t8  and  the  period  t7, 
respectively,  thereby  obmaining  the  field  signals 
in  the  second  B  field  tb2.  As  schematically  illus- 
trated  in  Figure  12B,  the  sampling  points  A2,  A3, 
A6  and  A7  of  the  G  signals  which  are  obtained  in 
the  periods  t2,  t3,  t6  and  t7  correspond  to  the  four 
sampling  points  S1  to  S4  (shown  in  Figures  5A  to 
5D)  obtained  in  the  first  embodiment,  respec- 
tively.  The  resolution  of  the  reproduced  image  is 
substantially  determined  by  the  resolution  of  the 
G  signal  component  due  to  human  visual  sensi- 
tivity,  as  is  well  known  to  those  skilled  in  the  art. 
Therefore,  it  is  easily  understood  that  a  high- 
quality  image  having  doubled  resolution  along 
the  horizontal  and  vertical  directions  is  obtained 

oy  inis  emuuuiineiii..  mio  icooun  »»ny   ̂ .My., 
quality  color  image  is  obtained  is  substantially  the 
same  as  that  why  a  high-quality  monochrome 
image  is  obtained  by  the  monochrome  swing 
image  pickup  CCD  of  the  first  embodiment. 

Furthermore,  according  to  the  second  embodi- 
ment,  the  generation  of  false  signals  such  as  color 
moire  can  be  kept  to  a  minimum  in  the  two  frame 
periods  constituting  one  cycle.  The  frequency 

j  characteristic  of  G  signals  at  this  time  is  shown  by 
a  solid  line  110  in  a  graph  of  Figure  13.  According 
tolhe  frequency  spectrum,  modulating  frequency 
fc'of  G  signals  are  contained  in  addition  to  the  G 
signal  110.  One  modulating  component  112  (on 

5  the  pulse  side)  has  two  side  bands  1  1  2-1  and  1  1  2- 
2  on  the  upper  and  lower  sides  of  the  frequency 
fc,  and  one  side  band  112-1  overlaps  the  fre- 
quency  band  of  the  G  signal  110.  Conventionally, 
false  signals  such  as  color  moire  are  caused 

o  because  of  this  frequency  overlap  between  the  G 
signal  and  the  modulating  component. 

According  to  the  present  invention,  however,  a 
negative  modulating  component  114  having  a 
phase  reversed  to  that  of  the  positive  modulating 

5  component  112  is  present.  When  the  G  signals 
read  out  of  the  A  and  B  fields  included  in  each 
frame  period  tF1  or  tF2  are  respectively  super- 
posed  upon  each  other  on  a  reproduced  frame 
image,  the  positive  modulating  component  112  is 

o  compensated  by  the  negative  modulating  com- 
ponent  114.  The  modulating  components  112  and 
114  thus  vanish  substantially,  to  thereby  elimi- 
nate  "the  frequency  overlap"  which  is  a  casue  of 
the  moire  phenomenon.  On  the  other  hand,  when 

is  consideration  is  paid  to  the  R  (or  B)  signal,  it  can 
be  thought  that  the  IT-CCD  60  vibrates  between 
the  A  and  B  fields  at  an  amplitude  corresponding 
to  3/2  of  the  horizontal  picture  element  pitch  PH. 
As  shown  by  dash-and-dot  line  116  and  118  in 

to  Figure  13,  modulating  components  whose  carrier 
is  a  half  (fc/2)  of  the  sampling  frequency  fc  are 
contained  in  the  frequency  characteristic  of 
signals  thus  obtained.  However,  these  modulat- 
ing  components  116  and  118  are  reversed  to  each 

is  other  in  phase,  and  counterbalanced  each  other 
when  the  A  and  B  field  signals  are  added  to  gain 
one  of  the  two  frames  included  in  one  swing 
cycle.  "The  overlap  of  frequencies"  which  is  a 
cause  of  moire  can  therefore  be  eliminated  for  the 

so  same  reason  as  already  described  above.  When 
the  discussion  is  further  developed,  the  modulat- 
ing  components  of  opposite  phases  are  added  to 
each  other  during  the  two  frame  periods  tF1  and 
tF2  included  in  one  cycle  of  the  swing  image 

55  pickup  operation  when  the  final  color  image  is 
displayed  on  the  display  unit  94,  thereby  eliminat- 
ing  color  moire. 

Furthermore,  according  to  the  color  swing 
image  pickup  technique,  the  vibration  frequency 

60  of  the  bimorph  piezoelectric  element  constituting 
the  vibration  table  64  can  be  set  to  be  15  Hz  lower 
than  the  operating  frequency  preset  by  the 
inherent  resonance  frequency.  The  swing 
waveform  (Figure  10B)  of  the  CCD  then  becomes 

65  symmetrical  about  the  frame  boundary  during  the 
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wo  frame  periods  tF1  and  tF2  corresponding  to 
me  cycle  of  the  swing  mode  of  the  CCD.  The 
ower  the  vibration  frequency  of  the  piezoelectric 
slement  becomes,  the  less  ringing  occurs.  There- 
fore,  the  swing  image  pickup  operation  of  the 
;olor  CCD  60  can  be  stably  performed  with  high 
3fficiency. 

In  the  image  sensing  system  for  performing 
:olor  swing  image  pickup  shown  in  Figure  8,  a 
sircuit  configuration  of  the  band  expansion  pro- 
:essor  88  which  performs  band  expansion  of  the 
color  signal  will  be  described  in  detail  with  ref- 
erence  to  Figure  14.  The  composite  video  signal 
From  the  pre-amplifier  82  of  Figure  8  is  supplied  to 
a  low-pass  filter  (LPF)  120,  and  is  filtered  to  have  a 
Frequency  band  limited  to  5  MHz,  thereby 
eliminating  reset  noise.  Due  to  this  filtering  pro- 
cess,  the  composite  video  signal  is  averaged.  An 
output  signal  from  the  LPF  120  is  supplied  to  a 
subtracter  122  and  an  adder  124  both  directly  and 
through  a  delay  circuit  (H-delay  circuit)  125  which 
delays  a  signal  for  one  horizontal  scanning 
period.  The  subtractor  122  and  the  adder  124 
perform  addition  and  subtraction  of  the  two 
supplied  signals.  Output  signals  from  the  subtrac- 
tor  122  and  the  adder  124  are  band-limited  by 
band-pass  filters  (BPFs)  126  and  128,  respectively, 
to  have  a  frequency  band  of  +0.5  MHz  as  a  center 
of  a  modulation  frequency  (e..g.,  3.58  MHz)  of  a 
color  signal.  RLand  BL  signals  which  respectively 
have  low-frequency  components  of  the  R  and  B 
signals  are  generated  from  LPFs  134  and  135 
through  demodulators  130  and  132,  respectively. 
The  phases  of  the  two  signals  are  synchronized 
by  delay  lines  (DLs)  138  and  140,  respectively. 

The  output  signal  from  the  LPF  120  is  also 
supplied  to  an  LPF  142  and  is  filtered  to  have  a 
frequency  band  limited  to  3  MHz,  thereby 
eliminating  the  modulating  components  of  color 
signal.  Thus,  a  luminance  signal  component 
having  a  frequency  band  of  0  to  3  MHz  can  be 
obtained.  The  signal  from  the  LPf  142  is  supplied 
to  another  LPF  144.  The  LPF  144  limits  the  upper 
limit  of  the  frequency  band  of  the  supplied  signal 
to  0.5  MHz,  thereby  obtaining  a  YL  signal.  The  YL 
signal  is  supplied  through  a  DL  146  to  a  G-matrix 
circuit  148  which  produces  a  GL  signal  corre- 
sponding  to  the  low-frequency  component  of  the 
green  color  signal  by  performing  a  predetermined 
calculation  of  the  RL,  BL  and  YL  signals.  Further- 
more,  the  Y  signal  from  the  LPF  142  is  passed 
through  a  delay  line  (DL)  150  and  is  synchronized 
with  the  YL  signal  from  the  LPF  144.  A  subtractor 
152  subtracts  the  YL  signal  having  a  frequency 
band  of  0.5  MHz  from  the  Y  signal  having  a 
frequency  band  of  3  MHz  to  obtain  a  high- 
frequency  luminance  signal  YH  of  0.5  to  3  MHz. 
The  YH  signal  is  synchronized  with  the  RL,  BL  and 
GL  signals  by  a  delay  line  (DL)  154.  Thereafter, 
adders  156,  158  and  160  add  the  signal  YH  to  the 
RL,  BL  and  GL  signals,  respectively.  Thus,  fre- 
quency  bands  of  the  obtained  R,  G  and  B  signals 
can  be  expanded  to  0  to  3  MHz,  respectively.  In 
this  case,  the  color  signals  in  a  frequency  band 
higher  than  0.5  MHz  have  the  same  luminance 

component.  However,  the  frequency  band  of  the 
color  signal  for  forming  the  color  image  accord- 
ing  to  the  NTSC  system  is  normally  0.5  MHz,  so 
that  no  problem  occurs.  The  R,  G  and  B  signals 

5  having  the  expanded  frequency  bands  are  sup- 
plied  to  the  process  amplifiers  90R,  90G  and  90B, 
respectively. 

Figure  15  is  a  block  diagram  showing  a  circuit 
arrangement  of  the  pulse  drive  generator  70 

10  shown  in  Figure  8.  The  swing  mode  of  the  color 
CCD  60  which  has  been  described  with  reference 
to  Figure  10  includes  first  vibration  (periods  t2,  t3, 
t6  and  t7)  between  the  sampling  positions  X2  and 
X3  for  improving  the  resolution  of  the  picture  (G 

15  signal),  and  second  vibration  (periods  t1,  t4,  t5 
and  t8)  between  the  sampling  positions  X1  and 
X4  for  reduction  of  color  moire.  The  ratio  of  the 
first  and  second  unit  vibration  periods  (e.g.,  the 
ratio  of  the  durations  of  the  periods  t2  and  t1) 

20  must  be  fixed  at  a  suitable  constant  value  such 
that  best  effects  of  increasing  resolution  and  color 
moire  reduction  can  be  obtained.  The  pulse 
generator  having  the  circuit  configuration  shown 
in  Figure  15  satisfies  this  requirement. 

25  Referring  to  Figure  15,  an  integrator  170 
receives  a  field  pulse  signal  FP  shown  in  Figure 
16A  which  is  at  high  level  in  an  A  field  period  in 
each  frame  period  tF  and  t  low  level  in  a  B  field 
period,  thus  generating  a  triangular  wave  signal 

30  172  which  have  different  slopes  in  different  fields 
as  shown  in  Figure  1  6B.  The  signal  1  72  is  supplied 
to  a  clamp  circuit  174,  which  receives  a  clamp 
pulse  signal  CP  having  pulse  components  176 
generated  at  switching  point  between  the  A  and  B 

35  field  periods.  The  triangular  wave  signal  172  is 
supplied  to  a  comparator  178  through  the  clamp 
circuit  174.  The  comparator  178  compares  the 
triangular  wave  signal  172  with  a  reference  volt- 
age  Va  from  a  variable  DC  power  source  180,  and 

40  generates  a  pulse-like  comparison  signal  182 
which  has  a  pulse  component  183  shown  in 
Figure  16D.  The  pulse  component  183  goes  high 
when  the  triangular  wave  signal  172  is  higher  in 
level  than  the  reference  voltage  Va.  The  pulse 

45  width  W  of  the  signal  182  defines  a  time  duration 
(e.g.,  sum  of  the  periods  t4  and  t5)  in  which  the 
CCD  cell  Pu  is  kept  stationary  at  the  sampling 
position  X1  or  X4  for  reduction  of  color  moire. 
Therefore,  when  the  pulse  width  of  the  signal  182 

50  is  changed,  the  period  (t4+t5)  in  which  the  cell  p,j 
is  kept  at  the  sampling  position  X1  or  X4  is 
prolonged,  and  therefore  the  time  ratio  of  the 
color  moire  reducing  period  t1,  t4,  t5  or  t8  to 
resolution  improving  period  t2,  t3,  t6  or  t7  can  be 

55  changed.  The  pulse  width  is  changed  by  changing 
the  reference  voltage  Va  from  the  power  source 
180.  When  the  output  voltage  Va  from  the  power 
source  180  is  changed,  the  above-described  time 
ratio  can  be  freely  varied.  For  example,  when  the 

60  level  of  the  voltage  Va  is  reduced  to  that  of  of  a 
voltage  Va',  the  width  W  of  the  pulse  component 
183  is  expanded  to  a  width  W',  thereby  prolong- 
ing  the  color  moire  reducing  period  (t4+t5).  The 
signal  182  is  supplied  to  a  first  control  input  of  a 

65  multiple  184. 
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The  field  pulse  signal  FP  is  frequency-divided 
3y  a  JKflip-flop  186  and  a  D  flip-flop  188  to  obtain 
a  square-wave  signal  190  having  the  waveform 
shown  in  Figure  16E.  The  signal  190  has  a  pulse 
:omponent  192  which  rises  at  a  field  switching 
time  in  the  first  and  second  frame  periods  tF1  and 
tF2.  The  signal  190  is  supplied  to  a  second  control 
input  of  the  multiplexer  184.  Two  voltage 
generators  194  and  196  are  connected  directly  to 
analog  inputs  of  the  multiplexer  184  through 
while  indirectly  thereto  through  two  inversion- 
amplifiers  198  and  200.  The  multiplexer  184  thus' 
receives  DC  voltages  v1  and  v2  applied  from  the 
voltage  generators  194  and  196,  and  DC  voltages 
3̂  and  v4  applied  from  the  inversion  amplifiers 

198  and  200.  Therefore,  the  multiplexer  184  gen- 
erates  a  voltage  signal  which  has  in  each  frame 
period  tF  four  different  voltage  levels  v1,  v2,  v3,  v4 
corresponding  to  the  position  shift  periods  t1—  t4 
or  t5  —  18,  and  whose  waveform  is  symmetrical 
about  the  boundary  between  succeeding  two 
Frames,  as  shown  in  Figure  16F.  The  output  signal 
of  the  multiplexer  148  is  supplied  to  the 
aforementioned  vibration  table  64,  as  the  swing 
drive  signal  68,  through  a  wave-shaping  circuit 
202  and  an  output  stage  current  amplifier  204, 
which  serve  to  remove  unnecessary  high  fre- 
quency  signal  component  from  the  signal. 

Although  the  present  invention  has  been 
shown  and  described  with  respect  to  particular 
embodiments,  various  changes  and  modifi- 
cations  which  are  obvious  to  a  person  skilled  in 
the  art  to  which  the  invention  pertains  are 
deemed  to  lie  within  the  spirit  and  scope  of  the 
invention.  In  the  first  and  second  embodiments 
described  above,  the  CCD  10  or  60  is  swing-driven 
such  that  the  vibration  waveform  becomes 
inverted  between  the  two  succeeding  frame 
periods.  For  example,  in  the  swing  mode  of  the 
first  embodiment,  as  shown  in  Figure  4B,  the 
monochrome  CCD  10  is  shifted  between  the  two 
sampling  positions  X1  and  X2  in  synchronism 
with  the  shifting  timing  between  the  two  fields  of 
each  frame  period.  However,  as  shown  in  Figure 
17A  and  17B,  the  monochrome  CCD  10  may  be 
modified  such  that  the  CCD  10  is  shifted  between 
the  two  sampling  positions  X1  and  X2  in  syn- 
chronism  with  the  shifting  of  the  succeeding 
frames  so  as  to  obtain  the  same  effect.  The  idea  of 
this  modification  can  also  be  applied  to  the  color 
CCD  swing  image  pickup  operation,  and  a  resul- 
tant  waveform  is  illustrated  in  Figure  18B.  The 
color  CCD  60  is  then  swing-driven  such  that  the 
opening  46  of  each  cell  is  sequentially  shifted  in 
an  order  of  the  sampling  points  X2,X1,X1  and  X2 
during  the  periods  t1  to  t4  included  in  the  first 
frame  period  tF1,  and  that  the  opening  46  of  each 
cell  is  sequentially  shifted  in  an  order  of  the 
sampling  points  X3,  X4,  X4  and  X3  during  the 
periods  t5  to  t8  included  in  the  second  frame 
period  tF2. 

The  present  invention  has  been  described  in 
accordance  with  a  television  system  substantially 
complying  with  the  NTSC  system.  However,  the 
television  system  is  not  limited  to  the  NTSC 

system,  but  can  be  extended  to  the  bfcuAM 
system,  the  PAL  system  or  a  modified  system 
thereof.  The  present  invention  can  also  be  applied 
to  a  low-  or  high-speed  image  pickup  system. 

5  When  the  present  invention  is  applied  to  elec- 
tronic  cameras,  the  vibration  of  the  image  pickup 
device  must  be  synchronized  with  the  on/off 
timing  of  the  optical  shutter.  In  this  case,  the 
image  pickup  device  is  vibrated  at  different 

w  amplitudes  in  the  A  and  B  fields  while  the  optical 
shutter  is  opened. 

Claims 

is  1.  An  apparatus  for  picking  up  incoming  image 
light,  comprising  a  solid-state  image  sensor  (10, 
60)  which  picks  up  incoming  image  light  (14,  96) 
in  accordance  with  an  interlaced  scanning  tech- 
nique  to  generate  signal  charges  representing 

20  field  images  for  one  frame  (tF),  wherein  said 
image  sensor  (10,  60)  comprises  a  sensing  section 
(40)  provided  with  at  least  one  linear  cell  array  (P) 
having  cells  (p)  to  receive  the  radiation  and 
generate  and  store  charges  which  correspond  to 

25  the  light  radiation,  at  least  one  transferring  sec- 
tion  (C)  arranged  adjacent  to  the  at  least  one 
linear  cell  array  (P)  and  extending  along  said  cell 
array  (P)  to  read  out  and  transfer  the  charges 
stored  in  said  sensing  section  (40),  and  swing- 

so  driver  means  (12,  26;  64,  70)  coupled  to  said 
image  sensor  (10,  60)  for  vibrating  said  image 
sensor  (10,  60)  along  a  horizontal  direction  (X) 
substantially  perpendicular  to  said  linear  cell 
array  (P)  in  a  swing  mode  having  one  vibration 

35  period  as  first  and  second,  succeeding  frame 
periods  (tF1,  tF2),  each  of  which  comprise  a  plu- 
rality  of  field  periods  (ta,  tb),  whereby  each  cell  (p,,) 
of  said  linear  cell  array  (P)  generates  several 
sampling  points,  characterised  in  that  at  least  four 

40  sampling  points  (SI,  S2,  S3,  S4;  A2,  A3,  A6,  A7) 
are  generated,  in  that  said  swing-driver  means 
(12,  26)  swing-drives  said  image  sensor  (10)  in 
such  a  manner  that  each  cell  (p„)  is  shifted 
between  first  and  second  sampling  positions  (X1, 

45  X2)  in  the  first  frame  period  within  the  one 
vibration  period  of  first  to  fourth  field  periods  (t1, 
t2,  t3,  t4)  consisting  of  two  field  periods  (ta1,  tb1) 
included  in  the  first  frame  period  (tF1)  and  two 
field  periods  (ta2,  tb2)  included  in  the  second 

so  frame  period  (tF2),  and  that  each  cell  (ptj)  is  shifted 
between  the  first  and  second  sampling  positions 
(X1  ,  X2)  in  the  second  frame  period  in  an  opposite 
manner  as  in  the  first  frame  period. 

2.  The  apparatus  according  to  Claim  1,  charac- 
55  terized  in  that  said  swing-driver  means  (12,  26) 

swing-drives  said  image  sensor  (10)  in  such  a 
manner  that  each  cell  (p(J)  is  shifted  between  first 
and  second  sampling  positions  (X1,  X2)  in  syn- 
chronism  with  the  first  and  second  frame  periods 

60  (tF1,  tF2)  within  the  one  vibration  period  of  first  to 
fourth  field  periods  (t1,  t2,  t3,  t4)  consisting  of  two 
field  periods  (ta1,  tb1)  included  in  the  first  frame 
period  (tF1)  and  two  field  periods  (ta2,  tb2) 
included  in  the  second  frame  period  (tF2). 

65  3.  The  apparatus  according  to  Claim  1,  charac- 
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terized  in  that  said  swing-driver  means  comprises 
vibration  table  means  (12)  for  vibrating  said 
image  sensor  (10)  in  such  a  manner  that  each  cell 
(p,j)  is  shifted  from  the  first  sampling  position  (X1  ) 
to  the  second  sampling  position  (X2)  in  the  first 
and  second  field  periods  (t1,  t2)  corresponding  to 
the  two  field  periods  (ta1,  tb1)  of  the  first  frame 
period  (tF1),  while  each  cell  is  shifted  from  the 
second  sampling  position  (X2)  to  the  first  sam- 
pling  position  (X1)  in  the  third  and  fourth  field 
periods  (t3,  t4)  corresponding  to  the  two  field 
periods  (ta2,  tb2)  of  the  second  frame  period  (tF2). 

4.  The  apparatus  according  to  Claim  1,  charac- 
terized  in  that  a  color  filter  member  (62)  is 
mounted  on  an  image  pickup  face  of  said  image 
sensor  (60)  which  receives  the  light  radiation  (14). 

5.  The  apparatus  according  to  Claim  1,  charac- 
terized  in  that  said  swing-driver  means  (64,  70) 
swing-drives  said  image  sensor  (60)  in  such  a 
manner  that  each  cell  is  shifted  among  the  first  to 
fourth  sampling  positions  (X1,  X2,  X3,  X4)  aligned 
in  the  horizonzal  direction  in  accordance  with  the 
swing  mode  having  a  vibration  obtained  by  com- 
bining  a  first  vibration  with  a  first  amplitude  and  a 
second  vibration  with  a  second  amplitude, 
thereby  allowing  each  cell  to  shift  to  different 
image  pickup  positions  relative  to  the  incoming 
image  light  at  different  times  within  each  field 
period  so  as  to  perform  an  image  pickup  oper- 
ation. 

6.  The  apparatus  according  to  Claim  5,  charac- 
terized  in  that  said  swing-driver  means  (64,  70) 
swing-drives  said  image  sensor  (60)  within  the 
one  vibration  period  of  first  to  fourth  field  periods 
(t1,  t2,  t3,  t4)  consisting  of  two  field  periods  (ta1, 
tb1  )  included  in  the  first  frame  period  (tF1  )  and  two 
field  periods  (ta2,  tb2)  included  in  the  second 
frame  period  (tF2)  in  accordance  with  the  swing 
mode  obtained  by  combining  the  first  vibration 
with  the  second  vibration,  the  first  vibration  being 
performed  to  shift  each  cell  between  the  second 
and  third  sampling  positions  (X2,  X3)  so  as  to 
generate  a  luminance  component  of  the  image, 
and  the  second  vibration  being  performed  to  shift 
each  cell  between  the  first  and  fourth  sampling 
positions  (X1,  X4)  so  as  to  generate  a  chromi- 
nance  signal  component  of  the  image,  whereby 
each  cell  generates  eight  sampling  points 
arranged  in  a  matrix  form  on  the  first  and  second 
scanning  lines  of  an  interlaced  image  pickup 
image  within  the  one  vibration  period. 

7.  The  apparatus  according  to  Claim  6,  charac- 
terized  in  that  said  swing-driver  means  comprises 
vibration  table  means  (64)  for  swing-driving  said 
image  sensor  (60)  in  such  a  manner  that  each  cell 
is  positioned  in  the  first  and  second  sampling 
positions  (X1,  X2)  within  the  first  field  period  (ta1) 
included  in  the  first  frame  period  (tF1)  and  in  the 
third  and  fourth  sampling  positions  (X3,  X4) 
within  the  second  field  period  (tb1),  and  that  each 
cell  is  positioned  in  the  second  frame  period  (tF2) 
in  an  opposite  manner  as  in  the  first  frame  period 
(tF1). 

8.  The  apparatus  according  to  Claim  6,  charac- 
terized  in  that  said  swing-driver  means  (64,  70) 

swing-drives  said  image  sensor  (60)  in  such  a 
manner  that  each  cell  is  shifted  between  the  first 
and  second  sampling  positions  (X1,  X2)  within 
the  first  frame  period  (tF1)  and  between  the  third 

5  and  fourth  sampling  positions  (X3,  X4)  within  the 
second  frame  period  (tF2),  each  cell  being  sequen- 
tially  positioned  in  the  first  and  second  sampling 
positions  (X2,  X1  )  within  the  first  field  period  (ta1  ), 
in  the  first  and  second  sampling  positions  (X1, 

to  X2)  within  the  second  field  period  (tb1),  in  the 
'  third  and  fourth  positions  (X3,  X4)  within  the  third 

field  pieriod  (ta2),  and  in  the  fourth  and  third 
positions  (X4,  X3)  within  the  fourth  period  (tb2). 

9.  The  apparatus  according  to  Claim  6  or  8, 
15  characterized  in  that  a  distance  between  the 

second  and  third  sampling  positions  which  corre- 
sponds  to  the  amplitude  of  said  first  vibration  is 
set  to  half  the  ceil  arranging  pitch  (PH)  of  said  cell 
array  (P),  while  a  distance  between  the  first  and 

20  fourth  sampling  positions  (X1,  X4)  which  corre- 
sponds  to  the  amplitude  of  said  second  vibration 
is  set  to  substantially  two-thirds  the  cell  arranging 
pitch  (PH). 

25  Patentanspriiche 

1.  Vorrichtung  zum  Abnehmen  einfallenden 
Bildlichts,  umfassend  einen  Festkorper-Bildsen- 
sor  (10,  60),  der  das  einfallende  Bildlicht  (14,  96) 

30  nach  einer  Zeilensprungabtasttechnik  abnimmt 
zwecks  Erzeugung  von  Signalladungen,  die  Teil- 
bilder  fur  ein  Vollbild  (tF)  darstellen,  wobei  der 
Bildsensor  (10,  60)  einen  MelSteil  (40)  mit  minde- 
stens  einem  linearen  Zellenarray  (P)  aufweist,  das 

35  Zellen  (p)  zum  Empfangen  der  Strahlung  sowie 
zum  Erzeugen  und  Speichem  von  Ladungen  ent- 
halt,  welche  der  Lichtstrahlung  entsprechen,  min- 
destens  einen  neben  dem  mindestens  einen 
linearen  Zellenarray  (P)  angeordneten  und  sich 

40  langs  des  Zellenarrays  (P)  erstreckenden  Obertra- 
gungsteil  (C)  zum  Auslesen  und  Obertragen  der 
im  MelSteil  (40)  gespeicherten  Ladungen  sowie 
eine  mit  dem  Bildsensor  (10,  60)  gekoppelte 
Schwingtreibereinheit  (12,  26;  64,  70)  zum 

45  Schwingenlassen  des  Bildsensors  (10,  60)  langs 
einer  Horizontalrichtung  (X),  die  praktisch  senk- 
recht  zum  linearen  Zellenarray  (P)  liegt,  in  einem 
Schwingmodus  mit  einer  Schwingungsperiode 
als  erste  und  zweite,  aufeinanderfolgende  Voll- 

50  bildperioden  (tF1,  tF2),  die  jeweils  mehrere  Teil- 
bildperioden  (ta,  tb)  umfassen,  wobei  jede  Zelle 
(Pu)  des  linearen  Zellenarrays  (P)  mehrere 
Abgreif-  bzw.  Abtastpunkte  erzeugt,  dadurch 
gekennzeichnet,  dalS  mindestens  vier  Abgreif- 

55  punkte  (S1,  S2,  S3,  S4;  A2,  A3,  A6,  A7)  erzeugt 
werden,  dalS  die  Schwingtreibereinheit  (12,  26) 
den  Bildsensor  (10)  so  fur  Schwingung  ansteuert 
(swing-drives),  dalS  jede  Zelle  (Pij)  zwischen 
ersten  und  zweiten  Abgreifpositionen  (X1,  X2)  in 

60  der  ersten  Vollbildperiode  innerhalb  der  einen 
Schwingungsperiode  von  ersten  bis  vierten  Teil- 
bildperioden  (t1,  t2,  t3,  t4)  verschoben  wird, 
welche  aus  zwei  in  der  gleichen  Vollbildperiode 
(tF1)  enthaltenen  Teilbildperioden  (ta1,  tb1)  und 

65  zwei  in  der  zweiten  Vorbiidperiode  (tF2) 
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nthaltenen  Teilbildpenoden  (ta2,  tb2)  bestehen, 
nd  daB  jede  Zelle  (P,j)  in  der  zweiten  Vollbildpe- 
iode  in  zur  ersten  Vollbildperiode  entgegenge- 
etzter  Weise  zwischen  den  ersten  und  zweiten 
kbgreifperioden  (X1,  X2)  verschoben  wird. 
2.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch 

lekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Schwingtreibereinheit 
12,  26)  den  Bildsensor  (10)  fur  Schwingung  in  der 
Veise  ansteuert,  daB  jede  Zelle  (Pu)  zwischen 
irsten  und  zweiten  Abgreifpositionen  (X1,  X2)  in 
iynchronismus  mit  den  ersten  und  zweiten  Voll-̂  
lildperioden  (tF1  ,  tF2)  innerhalb  der  einen  Schwin- 
lungsperiode  der  ersten  bis  vierten  Teilbildperio- 
len  (t1,  t2,  t3,  t4)  verschoben  wird,  die  aus  zwei  in 
ler  ersten  Vollbildperiode  (tF1)  enthaltenen  Teil- 
lildperioden  (ta1,  tb1)  und  zwei  in  der  zweiten 
Vollbildperiode  (tF1)  enthaltenen  Teilbildperioden 
ta2,  tb2)  bestehen. 

3.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch 
jekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Schwingtreibereinheit 
;ine  Schwingungstabeleneinheit  (12)  zum 
>chwingenlassen  des  Bildsensors  (10)  in  der 
Veise  aufweist,  daB  jede  Zelle  (Pu)  aus  der  ersten 
Abgreifposition  (X1)  zur  zweiten  Abgreifposition 
X2)  in  den  ersten  und  zweiten  Teilbildperioden 
t1,  t2),  welche  den  beiden  Teilbildperioden  (ta1, 
b2)  der  ersten  Vollbilperiode  (tF1)  entsprechen, 
verschoben  wird,  wahrend  jede  Zelle  aus  der 
weiten  Abgreifposition  (X2)  zur  ersten  Abgreif- 
josition  (X1)  in  den  dritten  und  vierten  Teilbildpe- 
ioden  (t3,  t4)  welche  den  beiden  Teilbildperioden 
ta2,  tb2)  der  zweiten  Vollbildperiode  (tF2)  entspre- 
:hen,  verschoben  wird. 

4.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch 
jekennzeichnet,  daB  ein  Farbfilterelement  (62)  an 
jiner  Bildabnahmeflache  des  Bildsensors  (60), 
/velche  die  Lichtstrahlung  (14)  empfangt,  montiert 
St. 

5.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch 
gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Schwingtreibereinheit 
[64,  70)  den  Bildsensor  (60)  fur  Schwingung  in  der 
i/Veise  ansteuert,  daB  jede  Zelle  zwischen  den 
arsten  bis  vierten,  in  Horizontalrichtung  (aufein- 
ander)  ausgerichteten  Abgreifpositionen  (X1,  X2, 
X3,  X4)  in  Ubereinstimmung  mit  dem  Schwing- 
modus  verschoben  wird,  der  eine  durch  Kombi- 
nieren  einer  ersten  Schwingung  einer  ersten 
Amplitude  mit  einer  zweiten  Schwingung  einer 
zweiten  Amplitude  erhaltene  Schwingung  auf- 
weist,  so  daB  jede  Zelle  zu  verschiedenen  Biidab- 
nahmepositionen  relativ  zum  einfallenden  Bild- 
licht  zu  verschiedenen  Zeiten  innerhalb  jeder 
Teilbildperiode  verschiebbar  ist,  urn  eine  Bildab- 
nahmeoperation  durchzufuhren. 

6.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  5,  dadurch 
gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Schwingtreibereinheit 
(64,  70)  den  Bildsensor  (60)  fur  Schwingung  inner- 
halb  der  einen  Schwingungsperiode  der  ersten 
bis  vierten  Teilbildperioden  (t1,  t2,  t3,  t4),  welche 
aus  zwei  in  der  ersten  Vollbildperiode  (tF1) 
enthaltenden  Teilbildperioden  (ta1,  tb1)  und  zwei 
in  der  zweiten  Vollbildperiode  (tF2)  enthaltenen 
Teilbildperioden  (ta2,  tb2)  bestehen,  nach  MaB- 
gabe  des  durch  Kombinieren  der  ersten  Schwin- 
gung  mit  der  zweiten  Schwingung  erhaltenen 

oaer  augeieneien  ocnwmgmuuus  uusicuou, 
wobei  die  erste  Schwingung  eingefiihrt  wird  zum 
Verscheiben  jeder  Zelle  zwischen  den  zweiten 
und  dritten  Abgreifpositionen  (X2,  X3)  zwecks 

>  Erzeugung  einer  Leuchtdichtekomponente  des 
Bilds  und  die  zweite  Schwingung  eingefiihrt  wird 
zum  Verschieben  jeder  Zelle  zwischen  den  ersten 
und  vierten  Abgreifpositionen  (X1,  X4)  zwecks 
Erzeugung  einer  Farbart-  Oder  Chrominanzsignal- 

o  komponente  des  Bilds,  so  daB  jede  Zelle  acht 
Abgreifpunkte  erzeugt,  die  in  einer  Matrixform 
auf  den  ersten  und  zweiten  Abtastzeilen  eines 
Zeilensprungbild-Abnahmebilds  innerhalb  der 
einen  Schwingungsperiode  angeordnet  sind. 

5  7.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  6,  dadurch 
gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Schwingtreibereinheit 
(64)  eine  Schwing'ungstabelleneinheit  (64)  zur 
Schwing(ungs)ansteuerung  des  Bildsensors  (60) 
in  der  Weise  aufweist,  daB  jede  Zelle  in  den  ersten 

o  und  zweiten  Abgreifpositionen  (X1,  X2)  innerhalb 
der  ersten,  in  der  ersten  Vollbildperiode  (tF1) 
enthaltenen  Teilbildperiode  (ta1)  und  in  den  drit- 
ten  und  vierten  Abgreifpositionen  (X3,  X4)  inner- 
halb  der  zweiten  Teilbildperiode  (tb1)  positioniert 

'5  ist  Oder  wird,  und  daB  jede  Zelle  in  der  zweiten 
Vollbildperiode  (tF1)  in  einer  der  ersten  Vollbild- 
periode  (tF1)  entgegengesetzten  Weise  positio- 
niert  wird. 

8.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  6,  dadurch 
to  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Schwingtreibereinheit 

(64,  70)  den  Bildsensor  (60)  fur  Schwingung  in  der 
Weise  ansteuert,  daB  jede  Zelle  zwischen  den 
ersten  und  zweiten  Abgreifpositionen  (X1,  X2) 
innerhalb  der  ersten  Vollbildperiode  (tF1)  und 

is  zwischen  den  dritten  und  vierten  Abgreifpositio- 
nen  (X3,  X4)  innerhalb  der  zweiten  Vollbildpe- 
riode  (tF2)  verschoben  wird,  (wobei)  jede  Zelle 
sequentiell  in  den  ersten  und  zweiten  Abgreifpo- 
sitionen  (X2,  X1)  innerhalb  der  ersten  Teilbildpe- 

w  riode  (ta1  ),  in  den  ersten  und  zweiten  Abgreifposi- 
tionen  (X1,  X2)  innerhalb  der  zweiten  Teilbildpe- 
riode  (tb1),  in  den  dritten  und  vierten  Positionen 
(X3,  X4)  innerhalb  der  dritten  Teilbildperiode  (ta2) 
sowie  in  den  vierten  und  dritten  Positionen  (X4, 

is  X3)  innerhalb  der  vierten  Periode  (tb2)  positioniert 
wird. 

9.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  6  oder  8,  dadurch 
gekennzeichnet,  daB  ein  der  Amplitude  der  ersten 
Schwingung  entsprechender  Abstand  zwischen 

50  den  zweiten  und  dritten  Abgreifpositionen  auf  die 
Halfte  des  Zellenanordnungs-Teilungsabstands 
(PH)  eingestellt  ist,  wahrend  ein  der  Amplitude 
der  zweiten  Schwingung  entsprechender  Abstand 
zwischen  den  ersten  und  vierten  Abgreifpositio- 

55  nen  (X1,  X4)  auf  praktisch  zwei  Drittel  des  Zellen- 
anordnungs-Teilungsabstands  (PH)  eingestellt  ist. 

Revendications 

60  1.  Dispositif  pour  capter  une  lumiere  incidente 
d'images,  comprenant  un  capteur  d'images  a 
semiconducteur  (10,  60)  qui  capte  une  lumiere 
incidente  d'images  (14,  96)  selon  une  technique 
d'analyse  entrelacee  pour  generer  des  charges  de 

65  signaux  representant  des  images  de  trame  pour 
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une  image  complete  (tF),  dans  lequel  le  capteur 
d'images  (10,  60)  comprend  une  section  de  detec- 
tion  (40)  pourvue  d'au  moins  un  reseau  lineaire 
de  cellules  (P)  comportant  des  cellules  (p)  pour 
recevoir  le  rayonnement  et  pour  gtntrer  et 
stocker  des  charges  qui  correspondent  au  rayon- 
nement  lumineux,  au  moins  une  section  de  trans- 
fert  (C)  placee  au  voisinage  d'au  moins  un  reseau 
lineaire  de  cellules  (P)  et  s'etendant  le  long  du 
reseau  de  cellules  (P)  pour  lire  et  transferrer  les 
charges  stockees  dans  la  section  de  detection 
(40),  et  un  moyen  de  commande  de  vibrations  (12, 
26;  64,  70)  couple  au  capteur  d'images  (10,  60) 
pour  faire  fibrer  le  capteur  d'images  (10,  60)  le 
long  de  la  direction  horizontale  (X)  effectivement 
perpendiculaire  au  reseau  lineaire  de  cellules  (P) 
dans  un  mode  de  vibration  ayant  une  periode  de 
vibration  comme  premiere,  deuxieme  et  periodes 
suivantes  d'image  complete  (tF1,  tF2)  constitutes 
chacune  d'une  ensemble  de  periodes  detrame  (ta, 
tb)  chaque  cellule  (pu)  du  reseau  lineaire  de 
cellules  (P)  generant  de  la  sorte  plusieurs  points 
d'echantillonnage,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'au  moins 
quatre  points  d'echantillonnage  (S1,  S2,  S3,  S4; 
A2,  A3,  A6,  A7)  sont  generes,  en  ce  que  le  moyen 
de  commande  de  vibrations  (12,  26)  commande 
les  vibrations  du  capteur  d'images  (10)  de  telle 
maniere  que  chaque  cellule  (p(J)  est  decalee  entre 
des  premiere,  et  deuxieme  positions  d'echantil- 
lonnage  (X1,  X2)  pendant  la  premiere  periode 
d'image  complete  dans  la  periode  de  vibration 
des  premiere  a  quatrieme  periodes  de  trame  (t1, 
t2,  t3,  t4)  constitutes  de  deux  periodes  de  trame 
(ta1,  tb1)  incluses  dans  la  premiere  periode 
d'image  complete  (tF1)  et  de  deux  periodes  de 
trame  (ta2,  tb2)  incluses  dans  la  deuxieme  periode 
d'image  complete  (tF2)  et  en  ce  que  chaque  cellule 
(pfj)  est  decalee  entre  les  premiere  et  deuxieme 
positions  d'echantillonnage  (X1,  X2)  pendant  la 
deuxieme  periode  d'image  complete  d'une 
maniere  opposee  a  celle  dans  la  premiere  periode 
d'image  complete. 

2.  Dispositif  selon  la  revendication  1,  caracte- 
rise  en  ce  que  le  moyen  de  commande  de  vibra- 
tions  (12,  26)  commande  les  vibrations  du  capteur 
d'images  (10)  de  telle  maniere  que  chaque  cellule 
(Pij)  est  decalee  entre  les  premiere  et  deuxieme 
positions  d'echantillonage  (X1,  X2)  en  synchro- 
nisme  avec  les  premiere  et  deuxieme  periodes 
d'image  complete  (tF1,  tF2)  dans  la  periode  de 
vibration  des  premiere  a  quatrieme  periodes  de 
trame  (t1,  t2,  t3,  t4)  constitutes  de  deux  periodes 
de  trame  (ta1,  tb1)  incluses  dans  la  premiere 
periode  d'image  complete  (tF1)  et  de  deux 
periodes  de  trame  (ta2,  tb2)  incluses  dans  la 
deuxieme  periode  d'image  complete  (tF2). 

3.  Dispositif  selon  la  revendication  1,  caracte- 
rise  en  ce  que  le  moyen  de  commande  de  vibra- 
tions  comprend  un  moyen  a  table  de  vibrations 
(12)  pour  faire  vibrer  le  capteur  d'images  (10)  de 
telle  maniere  que  chaque  cellule  (pu)  est  decalee 
de  la  premiere  position  d'echantillonnage  (X1) 
jusqu'206  la  deuxieme  position  d'echantillonnage 
(X2)  pendant  les  premiere  et  deuxieme  periodes 
de  trame  (t1  ,  t2)  correspondant  aux  deux  periodes 

de  trame  (ta1,  tb1)  de  la  premiere  periodes 
d'image  complete  (tF1),  alors  que  chaque  cellule 
est  decalee  de  la  deuxieme  position  d'echantillon- 
nage  (X2)  jusqu'a  la  premiere  position  d'echantil- 

5  lonnage  (X1)  pendant  les  troisieme  et  quatrieme 
periodes  de  trame  (t3,  t4)  correspondant  aux  deux 
periodes  de  trame  (ta2,  tb2)  de  la  deuxieme 
periode  d'image  complete  (tF2). 

4.  Dispositif  selon  la  revendication  1,  caracte- 
10  rise  en  ce  qu'un  organe  de  filtrate  de  couleur  (62) 

est  monte  sur  une  face  de  lecture  d'images  du 
capteur  d'images  (60)  qui  recoit  le  rayonnement 
lumineux  (14). 

5.  Dispositif  selon  la  revendication  1,  caracte- 
is  rise  en  ce  que  le  moyen  de  commande  de  vibra- 

tions  (64,  70)  commande  ies  vibrations  du  capteur 
d'images  (60)  de  telle  maniere  que  chaque  cellule 
est  decalee  entre  les  premiere  a  quatrieme  posi- 
tions  d'echantillonage  (X1,  X2,  X3,  X4)  alignees 

20  dans  la  direction  horizontale  selon  le  mode  de 
vibration  dans  lequel  une  vibration  est  obtenue 
en  combinant  une  premiere  vibration  d'une  pre- 
miere  amplitude  et  une  deuxieme  vibration  d'une 
deuxieme  amplitude,  ce  qui  permet  a  chaque 

25  cellule  d'etre  decalee  jusqu'a  differentes  positions 
de  lecture  d'images  par  rapport  a  la  lumiere 
incidente  d'images  a  differents  temps  dans  cha- 
que  periode  de  trame  de  maniere  a  executer  une 
operation  de  lecture  d'images. 

30  6.  Dispositif  selon  la  revendication  5,  caracte- 
rise  en  ce  que  le  moyen  de  commande  de  vibra- 
tions  (64,  70)  commande  les  vibrations  du  capteur 
d'images  (60)  pendant  la  periode  de  vibration  des 
premiere  a  quatrieme  periodes  de  trame  (t1  ,  t2,  t3, 

35  t4)  constitutes  de  deux  periodes  de  trame  (ta1, 
tb1)  incluses  dans  la  premiere  ptriode  d'image 
complete  (tF1)  et  de  deux  ptriodes  de  trame  (ta2, 
tb2)  incluses  dans  la  deuxieme  periode  d'image 
complete  (tF2)  selon  le  mode  de  vibration  obtenue 

40  en  combinant  la  premiere  vibration  avec  la 
deuxieme  vibration,  la  premiere  vibration  ttant 
rtaliste  pour  decaler  chaque  cellule  entre  les 
deuxieme  et  troisieme  positions  d'tchantillon- 
nage  (X2,  X3)  de  maniere  a  gtntrer  une  compo- 

45  sante  de  luminance  de  I'image,  et  la  deuxieme 
vibration  ttant  rtaliste  pour  dtcaler  chaque  cel- 
lule  entre  les  premiere  et  quatrieme  positions 
d'tchantillonnage  (X1,  X4)  de  maniere  a  gtntrer 
une  composante  de  signal  de  chrominance  de 

so  I'image,  chaque  cellule  gtntrant  de  la  sorte  huit 
points  d'tchantillonnage  disposts  sous  forme  de 
matrice  sur  les  premiere  et  deuxieme  lignes 
d'analyse  d'une  image  obtenue  par  lecture  entre- 
lacee  pendant  la  ptriode  de  vibration. 

55  7.  Dispositif  selon  la  revendicaton  6,  caracttrist 
en  ce  que  le  moyen  de  commande  de  vibrations 
comprend  un  moyen  a  table  de  vibrations  (64) 
pour  commander  les  vibrations  du  capteur 
d'images  (60)  de  telle  maniere  que  chaque  cellule 

60  est  positionnte  aux  premiere  et  deuxieme  posi- 
tions  d'tchantillonnage  (X1,  X2)  pendant  la  pre- 
miere  ptriode  de  trame  (ta1)  incluse  dans  la 
premiere  ptriode  d'image  complete  (tF1)  et  aux 
troisieme  et  quatrieme  positions  d'tchantillon- 

65  nage  (X3,  X4)  pendant  la  deuxieme  ptriode  de 
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ame  (tb1),  et  en  ce  que  chaque  cellule  est 
ositionnee  pendant  la  deuxieme  periode 
'image  complete  (tF2)  d'une  maniere  opposee  a 
3lle  dans  la  premiere  periode  d'image  complete 

8.  Dispositif  selon  la  revendication  6,  caracte- 
se  en  ce  que  le  moyen  de  commande  de  vibra- 
ons  (64,  70)  commande  les  vibrations  du  capteur 
'images  (60)  de  telle  maniere  que  chaque  cellule 
st  decalee  entre  les  premiere  et  deuxieme  posi- 
ons  d'echantillonnage  (X1,  X2)  pendant  la  pre-- 
liere  periode  d'image  complete  (tF1)  et  entre  les 
oisieme  et  quatrieme  positions  d'echantillon- 
age  (X3,  X4)  pendant  la  deuxieme  periode 
'image  complete  (tF2),  chaque  celle  etant  posi- 
onnee  sequentiellement  aux  premiere  et 
euxieme  positions  d'echantillonnage  (X2,  X1) 
endant  la  premiere  periode  de  trame  (ta1),  aux 

premiere  ei  ueuxieiue  ijuoiuuiio  u  cuiqiiuhuu 
nage  (X1,  X2)  pendant  la  deuxieme  periode  de 
trame  (t„1),  aux  troisieme  et  quatrieme  positions 
(X3,  X4)  pendant  la  troisieme  periode  de  trame 
(ta2),  et  aux  quatrieme  et  troisieme  positions  (X4, 
X3)  pendant  la  quatrieme  periode  (tb2). 

9.  Dispositif  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  reven- 
dications  6  et  8,  caracterise  en  ce  que  la  distance 
entre  les  deuxieme  et  troisieme  positions 

i  d'echantillonnage  qui  correspond  a  I'amplitude 
de  la  premiere  vibration  est  etablie  a  la  moitit  du 
pas  de  disposition  de  cellules  (PH)  du  reseau  de 
cellules  (P),  alors  que  la  distance  entre  les  pre- 
miere  et  quatrieme  positions  d'echantillonnage 

i  (X1,  X4)  qui  correspond  a  I'amplitude  de  la 
deuxieme  vibration  est  etablie  effectivement  aux 
deux-tiers  du  pas  de  disposition  des  cellules  (PH). 
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